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The Setouchi area, where JINIS is located, is

renowned for its breathtaking natural beauty

and rich culinary offerings. This booklet

introduces popular hotels and Japanese-

style inns around JINIS. We invite you to

savour the stunning surroundings of

Setouchi during the JINIS Camp, both

before and after the check-in and check-

out of pupils, enhancing their connection

with the magnificent nature of JINIS.

Explore the Beauty
of  Setouchi

HOTEL RECOMMENDATION

STAY
SETOUCHI
DISCOVER
JINIS



Fukuyama- Onomichi
HOTEL RECOMMENDATION

The Luxury of Idle Time Surrounded by

the Sea and Mountains.

75 mins from JINIS

Warehouses along the Onomichi channel, cargo

ships in the harbor, and the islands of Setouchi in

front of you~ reset the cycle of your mind and

body while relaxing in a unique setting.

80 mins from JINIS

Straight from the good old days, relax in the town of

Tomonoura and forget about your worries.

75 mins from JINIS

Bella Vista
HOTEL CYCLE（ONOMICHI U2）

Migiwatei Ochi Kochi

福⼭・尾道

https://www.bella-vista.jp/en/
https://www.bella-vista.jp/en/
https://onomichi-u2.com/hotel-cycle/
https://onomichi-u2.com/hotel-cycle/
https://www.ochikochi.co.jp/
https://www.ochikochi.co.jp/


Hiroshima
Miyajima

HOTEL RECOMMENDATION

Relax in a hot spring gazing at the Seto

Inland Sea, experience the tastes of

Hiroshima and Miyajima cuisine, and enjoy

the nature and history of Miyajima.

160 year history

Iwaso inn constantly watching over history

since 1854(late Edo era).

"Sekitei" is a famous Japanese-style hotel

because of beautiful Japanese garden.

Hotel is located on slope of hill Miyahama

Onsen (Spa), and you can see the Miyajima

from the hotel. 

In the heart of Hiroshima City, hotel is within five

minutes of Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park and

Museum, Hiroshima Castle, and several transit

stations.

HOTEL MIYAJIMA VILLA

IWASO

SEKITEI

HILTON HIROSHIMA

広島・宮島

https://www.iwaso.com/english/


guntû
SETOUCHI CRUISE

a little hotel
floating on
the Seto
Inland Sea.

The silver hull that reflects the

sunlight and color of the sea

contains 19 wood-paneled

cabins and cozy common

spaces designed by the

Japanese architect Yasushi

Horibe. Relax aboard this ship

resembling a Japanese ryokan

that blends into the gentle

scenery of Setouchi, filled with

special pleasures ranging from a

dining experience of “what you

want, as much as you want,” the

cozy six-seat sushi bar with a

view of the sea, and a Japanese

confectionary at the Lounge, to

the communal baths with hinoki

cypress bathtubs and saunas.

guntû

https://guntu.jp/en/
https://guntu.jp/en/


Hotels near 
Fukuyama Station
Area Inn Fushimicho Fukuyama Castle Side

Daiwa Roynet Hotel Fukuyama Ekimae

Fukuyama New Castle Hotel

Richmond Hotel Fukuyama Station

Vessel Inn Fukuyama Ekikitaguchi

Hotels near 
Hiroshima Airport
Hiroshima Airport Hotel

Hotel Areaone Hiroshima Wing

Forest Hills Garden

HOTELS NEAR THE STAION AND THE AIRPORT


